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your legacy on film

https://www.legacycapitals.com/our-services/family-stories/


Legacy Capitals: “Life in Motion”

Most people think of motion pictures as exactly that—a steady stream 
of continuous action—when in reality, a film is only a series of images. 
Movies are an illusion created with still photographs, moments in time 

that convey a sense of “life in motion.”

As Legacy Capitals knows well, the lives of families are just the same. The years 
flicker by, so it is crucial to stop and reflect on the key moments that shape our 
lives. The Legacy group uses its expertise to guide you through these moments 
so that your family’s life becomes a story worth telling. It’s the legacy you leave 
to the world.
 
What is your Legacy? How can you best express the values your family lives by?  
What are the ways you can transform those values into family assets?  Wealth, 
important as it is, makes up only part of the story. Legacy is here to explore with 
you the full adventure that constitutes a meaningful life.

The team at Legacy Capitals will help you explore 
options and opportunities in creating a truly 
meaningful life story for you and your family. 

Tell your story

click 
here 

https://www.legacycapitals.com/our-services/family-stories/


Process begins by interviewing family members (the cast) to document the 
overall family story (the movie script) and to determine how the story will be 
told (intended audience). 

Production will include HD cameras, expert lighting and sound crew, family 
member interviews, and a collection of family photos and/or other valuable 
family artifacts.

 
Product will be a short (30 minutes) or full-length (60 minutes) film; your family 
will receive a digital copy that can then be shared with others.

YOUR LIFE ON MEDIA

click 
here 

How Will Legacy Movies Work for You?

https://www.legacycapitals.com/our-services/family-stories/


YOUR LEGACY ON FILM

click 
here 
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